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We theoretically investigate topological properties of the one-dimensional superlattice anyon-
Hubbard model, which can be mapped to a superlattice bose-Hubbard model with an occupation-
dependent phase factor by fractional Jordan-Wigner transformation. The topological anyon-Mott
insulator is identified by topological invariant and edge modes using exact diagonalization and
density-matrix renormalization-group algorithm. When only the statistical angle is varied and all
other parameters are fixed, a statistically induced topological phase transition can be realized, which
provides new insights into the topological phase transitions. What’s more, we give an explanation of
the statistically induced topological phase transition. The topological anyon-Mott phases can also
appear in a variety of superlattice anyon-Hubbard models.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd,71.10.Hf,73.90.+f,64.60.Ej
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, one-dimensional (1D) topological quantum
systems have attracted increasing attentions1–7. Ac-
cording to their symmetries, an exhaustive classifica-
tion of all topological phases of noninteracting fermions
has been proposed in Refs.1,2. The Su-Shrieffer-
Heeger (SSH) model8, The Aubry-Andre´-Harper (AAH)
model9,10, and the Kitaev chain11 are three prototypes
of 1D noninteracting topological systems in this clas-
sification. However, in the presence of strong interac-
tions, the free classification in one-dimensional is radi-
cally modified, which breaks down from Z to Z8, i.e.,
there are only eight distinct survived phases3. So far,
many different analytical and numerical methods such
as bosonization technique12,13, group cohomology6, ex-
act diagonalization14,15, and the density matrix renor-
malization group (DMRG) algorithm have been used to
study the 1D topological interacting systems, includ-
ing Luttinger liquid systems16–20, interacting Floquet
systems21–24, fermion-Hubbard systems25–27, and bose-
Hubbard systems28–33.
The classification of elementary particles as bosons
and fermions is crucial to the understanding of a va-
riety of physical systems. However, in low dimen-
sions, particles with others kinds of quantum statis-
tics, anyons, are possible. Because of a wide range of
unexpected properties, anyons play a more and more
important role in studies of topological order phases
of matter34,35 and topological quantum computation36.
The 1D anyons systems have exotic and complicated
physics properties such as anyonic Bloch oscillations37,
asymmetric momentum distributions38,39, and statisti-
cally induced quantum phase transitions40. Particu-
larly interesting is the recent proposal of the 1D anyon-
Hubbard model39–49 in optical lattice. Various ex-
perimental realizations of anyon-Hubbard model have
been proposed40,41,43,44, from Raman-assisted tunnel-
ing scheme to lattice shaking-induced resonant tunneling
against potential offsets scheme. One of the great ad-
vantages of these schemes is the experimental possibility
to tune all parameters at will. Theoretical and numer-
ical studies show that the anyon-Hubbard model has a
rich physics. Besides the Mott insulator and superflu-
ids, the pair superfluids, dimer phases, and exotic par-
tially paired phase are found43. In addition, the symme-
try protected topological anyon-Haldane phase emerges
from the extended anyon-Hubbard model47. Now, the
anyon-Hubbard model receives a continuous and exten-
sive interest.
As we know, the superlattice potential9,10 and electron
interaction3,28,29 can induce the topological phase transi-
tion. The interplay of the anyonic statistics, superlattice
potential, and interaction may exhibits a rich physics of
quantum matter. In this paper, we explore the nontriv-
ial topological properties of 1D anyon-Hubbard model
with superlattice potential by exact diagonalization14,15
and DMRG algorithm50–52. The paper is organized as
follows. Firstly, we study the topological properties of
the Mott insulator phase of superlattice anyon-Hubbard
model at strong interaction strength, the topological
anyon-Mott insulator is demonstrated by topological in-
variant and edge modes. Next, we consider the effect
of statistical angle on the physical properties of the su-
perlattice anyon-Hubbard model. A statistically induced
topological phase transition occurs when the statistical
angle increases and other parameters are fixed. In ad-
dition, we show the topological phase transition also
appears in the off-diagonal superlattice anyon-Hubbard
model. Finally, a summary is given.
II. MODEL AND RESULT
Here, we briefly introduce the 1D superlattice anyon-
Hubbard model
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2Ha = −J
L−1∑
j
(
a†jaj+1 + h.c.
)
+
L∑
j
[
U
2
nj (nj − 1) + Vjnj
]
(1)
where J is the hopping strength, U the on-site two-body
interaction energy. Vj = V cos (2piαj + δ) stands for a
periodic superlattice potential with V being the modu-
lation amplitude, and δ being an arbitrary phase. We
consider a commensurate superlattice potential Vj with
modulation period α = p/q (p, q are integers) being a
rational number. Here, a†j (aj) is the creation (annihi-
lation) operator of anyon on site j, nj = a
†
jaj is the
number operator. These anyons satisfy the generalized
commutation relations
aja
†
k−e−θsgn(j−k)a†kaj = δkj , ajak = eθsgn(j−k)akaj (2)
where θ denotes the statistical phase, and the sign func-
tion sgn (j − k) = (j − k) / |j = k| for j 6= k, and
sgn (j − k) = 0 for j = k, respectively.
By fractional Jordan-Wigner transformation aj =
bj exp
(
iθ
∑j−1
i=1 ni
)
, the superlattice anyon-Hubbard
Hamiltonian can be rewritten as a superlattice Bose-
Hubbard model with an occupation-dependent phase fac-
tor
Hb =− J
L−1∑
j
(
b†jbj+1e
iθnj + h.c.
)
+
L∑
j
[
U
2
nj (nj − 1) + Vjnj
]
(3)
where b†j is a boson creation operator. Due to the
occupation-dependent hopping, the reflection parity sym-
metry is broken. So, we map the superlattice anyon-
Hubbard model to an occupation-dependent hopping su-
perlattice boson-Hubbard model. The Hilbert space of
anyons can be constructed from that of bosons. For con-
venience, we take J = 1 as the unit of energy and choose
α = 1/3.
As shown in Ref.40, owing to the unitarity of anyon-
boson mapping, the two models are isospectral and they
share the same energy gaps and phase diagrams. For
the statistical phase θ = 0, we can see that the super-
lattice anyon-Hubbard model reduces to the superlat-
tice boson-Hubbard model28. The ground-state phase
diagram of superlattice boson-Hubbard model is well-
studied27,28,30–32. For the anyon case, we hope the in-
terplay of anyonic statistics and interaction lead to a
rich physics of quantum phases. Without periodic su-
perlattice potential, the anyon-Hubbard model with re-
pulsive interactions has been observed that Mott in-
sulator and superfluid phases characterized the phase
diagram39–41,43–46. Here, we focus on the topological
properties of the Mott insulator phase.
A. Topological Anyon-Mott Insulator
As we know, the superlattice anyon-Hubbard model is
in superfluid phases for a small U . As the interaction U
increases, the system transits into Mott phase. Now, we
investigate the topological properties of the Mott insula-
tor phase using DMRG algorithm and exact diagonaliza-
tion.
Firstly, we tune the parameters of Hamiltonian to ob-
tain the Mott state, which can be characterized by the
energy gap (particle-hole excitation)15,45, which is differ-
ence between quasiparticle and quasihole energy spectra.
The quasiparticle and quasihole energy spectra can be
defined as
µp(N) = EN+1 − EN (4)
µh(N) = EN − EN−1 (5)
where EN is the ground-state energy of the system with
N anyons. So, the energy gap ∆µ can be obtained via
∆µ = µp(N)− µh(N) = EN+1 + EN−1 − 2EN (6)
At the thermodynamic limit, the gap ∆µ is finite and
zero in Mott and superfluid phases, respectively. We
start considering the superlattice anyon-Hubbard model
with the number of anyons N and the lattice sites L.
The filling factor is defined as ν = N/L = mα with m
being an integer. Here, we set α = ν = 1/3, m = 1,
U = 10, V = 10, δ = 2pi/3. Using the DMRG
algorithm based on the ITensor library53, we numeri-
cally get the system size dependence of the gap ∆µ of
anyon in anyon-Hubbard superlattice with statistical an-
gle θ = 0, pi/5, 2pi/5, 3pi/5, 4pi/5, pi with period boundary
condition (PBC), which is shown in Fig. 1. The maxi-
mal boson number per site in DMRG is constrained to
be four.
From Fig.1, we can see that the gap ∆µ remain finite
values for θ = 0, pi/5, 2pi/5, 3pi/5, 4pi/5, pi at the thermo-
dynamic limit. These results suggest that the ground
states correspond to Mott insulator phases for any sta-
tistical angle θ. In the following sections, we mainly focus
on the topological feature of superlattice anyon-Hubbard
model for 0 6 θ 6 pi.
The topological property of these Mott states can be
demonstrated by the Chern number for many-body in-
teracting system54. First, let us introduce the twisted
boundary condition |ψ (j + L, δ, φ)〉 = eiφ |ψ (j, δ, φ)〉
where j denotes an arbitrary site, α is the twist angle
and takes values from 0 to 2pi. Then, the Chern num-
ber C as a topological invariant can be calculated by the
following formula
C =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
F (δ, φ) dδdφ (7)
where F (δ, φ) = Im
(〈
∂ψ
∂φ | ∂ψ∂δ
〉
−
〈
∂ψ
∂δ | ∂ψ∂φ
〉)
is the
Berry curvature and ψ many-body ground-state wave
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FIG. 1: (Color online) System size dependence of the gap ∆µ
of anyon in anyon-Hubbard superlattice with statistical angle
θ = 0, pi/5, 2pi/5, 3pi/5, 4pi/5, pi, U = 10, V = 10,δ = 2pi/3,
α = ν = 1/3.
function of the system. The Chern number can be in-
terpreted as numbers of anyon charge pumped in one
cycle of δ for the superlattice anyon-Hubbard model. We
numerically calculate the Chern numbers of the ground
states. By using the exact diagonalization and the dis-
crete set of values of (δ, φ), we calculate the Chern num-
ber C55 with system size L=15. We find that the Chern
number C = 1. These calculations demonstrate that
these Mott states are topological. The topological prop-
erties of the Mott states with other statistical angles can
be analyzed similarly. We refer to these topological Mott
states as topological anyon-Mott insulator. For the statis-
tical angle θ = 0, the results are consistent with those cal-
culations for superlattice Bose-Hubbard model and the
topological Bose-Mott insulator is obtained28.
According to the bulk-edge correspondence, there are
edge modes (localized modes) in topological interact-
ing systems characterized by the quasiparticle density
distribution27–32. The density distribution of the quasi-
particle can be defined as
∆nj =
〈
ψgn+1 |nj |ψgn+1
〉− 〈ψgn |nj |ψgn〉 (8)
where ψgn denotes the ground state wave function of the
system with n bosonic atoms for open boundary condi-
tion (OBC), the quasihole case has similar formula. The
results with different statistical angles θ for N = 30, L =
90 using DMRG algorithm are shown in Fig. 2. Such
edges modes which mainly distribute near one end site
of the chain can be seen in Fig. 2, which are consistent
with the topological invariant Chern numbers.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The density distribution of the quasi-
particle along the lattice sites at N = 30, L = 90. The other
parameters are the same as those for Fig.1.
B. Statistically Induced Topological Phase
Transition
Now, we consider the effect of statistical angle on
the physics properties of the superlattice anyon-Hubbard
model. Here, we take the parameters U = 2, V = 1,
δ = 2pi/3, α = ν = 1/3 as an example. To begin with,
the evolution of the gap ∆µ versus the inverse of the
lattice length appear in Fig. 3. At the thermodynamic
limit, the value of the gap ∆µ is zero and the ground
state is superfluid at θ = 0. However, at θ = 4pi/5, pi, the
gap ∆µ remain finite value and the ground states are in
Mott state. This figure suggests that the system transits
from superfluid into Mott phase when the statistical an-
gle increases, so the phase transition takes place. Next,
we demonstrate that these Mott states are topological.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) System size dependence of the gap ∆µ
of anyon in anyon-Hubbard superlattice with statistical angle
θ = 0, pi/5, 2pi/5, 3pi/5, 4pi/5, pi, and U = 2, V = 1, δ = 2pi/3,
α = ν = 1/3.
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FIG. 4: (Color online)The quasiparticle and quasihole en-
ergy spectra versus the statistical angle θ for anyon-Hubbard
superlattice with L = 120, U = 2, V = 1, δ = 2pi/3,
α = ν = 1/3; (a) Period boundary condition (b) Open bound-
ary condition.
When the system has a nontrivial topological property,
there are states in the gap of the quasiparticle energy
spectrum as the boundary condition changes from PBC
to OBC56. Now, the calculations are taken that quasi-
particle and quasihole energy spectra versus the statis-
tical angle θ with L = 120, U = 2, V = 1, δ = 2pi/3,
α = ν = 1/3 for (a) PBC and (b) OBC, which are shown
in Fig. 4. This figure shows that the gap ∆µ becomes
more and more larger for PBC when the statistical angle
increases. For large θ, the system transits into the Mott
phase (∆µ=0.492 for θ = pi), as shown in Fig. 3. The
energies of quasiparticles added or removed (for OBC)
appear in the gap (for PBC) when the statistical angle
exceeds a critical value. The two in-gap modes have ex-
actly the same values for larger statistical angle. For
small θ, the system enters into the superfluid phase, as
shown in Fig. 3. these two in-gap modes disappear and
evolve into the bulk ones. The differences of quasiparticle
and quasihole energy spectra are very small for small θ.
For example, the difference of quasiparticle spectrum for
PBC and OBC is 0.0193 and the difference of quasihole
spectrum is 0.0308. These values should have a tendency
to zero at the thermodynamic limit because of the super-
fluid regime. These results show that topological phase
transition arises when the statistical angle is large. When
the statistical angle increases, the topological quantum
transition occurs. As we know, one of the weaknesses of
the DMRG is that it works poorly with PBC. This stems
from the fact that conventional DMRG optimizes over
open-boundary matrix product state wave-functions. For
the larger size, the accuracy of data maybe drastically
lower under PBC. This may be why the data θ = 4pi/5
and pi show weird behavior in Fig. 3. So, the critical
statistical angle of this topological quantum transition
should be estimated by the data of DMRG with OBC
and Chern number.
To illustrate the topological quantum transition
clearly, we calculate quasiparticle energy spectrum with
respect to the phase parameter δ around the filling fac-
tor ν = 1/3 by way of DMRG algorithm under OBC.
In Fig. 5, we show the quasiparticle energy spectrum
µp(N) (N =41, 40, 39, and 38) as a function of the
phase parameter δ with L = 120, U = 2, V = 1, and
θ = 0, pi/5, 2pi/5, 3pi/5, 4pi/5, pi. As illustrated in the fig-
ures, there is a quasiparticle finite gap for every θ when
deviating from filling factor ν = 1/3 (N =41, 38). For
the θ = 3pi/5, 4pi/5, and pi, there exist two branches of
quasiparticle modes which cross each other and connect
the lower and upper bands of quasiparticle energy spec-
tra as the δ varies from 0 to 2pi. However, for θ = 0, pi/5,
and 2pi/5, the two quasiparticle modes do not connect
the lower and upper bands. From the Fig. 5, it is clear
that with the increasing statistical angle, a topological
quantum transition takes place and the critical statisti-
cal angle is around the 3pi/5.
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FIG. 5: (Color online)The quasiparticle energy spectrum
µp(N) (N =41, 40, 39, and 38) with respect to phase param-
eter δ for anyon-Hubbard superlattice with L = 120, U = 2,
V = 1, and θ = 0, pi/5, 2pi/5, 3pi/5, 4pi/5, pi under OBC.
Next, we verify that these crossing in-gap modes cor-
respond to the end states and calculate the quasiparticle
density distribution of these modes, and then compute
the system’s topological invariants. Here, we set the pa-
rameters L = 120, N = 40, U = 2, V = 1, and δ = 2pi/3.
According to Eq. (8), the calculations are straightfor-
ward and the result (only quasiparticle case) is shown in
Fig. 6. As the statistical angle increases, the density
distribution begins to evolve from the bulk to the ends.
For θ > 9pi/10, we can see that more than 30% of the
quasiparticle modes are localized at the end sites, which
5are hallmark of topologically nontrivial phase. The larger
statistical angle is, the more probability of quasiparticle
are localized at the ends. From Fig. 6, we can see that
the critical statistical angle θc is about 0.65pi. The nu-
merical results show that there are great probability dis-
tribution localized at the end sites when we adjust the
phase parameter δ and/or periodic superlattice potential
V in topological anyon-Mott phase. Varying δ continu-
ously from 0 to 2pi, one can see that the end states change
from one side to the other.
FIG. 6: (Color online) The distribution of the quasiparticle
along the lattice sites at L = 120, 0 6 θ 6 pi. The other
parameters are the same as those for Fig.3.
In the following, we calculate the topological invariants
for the system with θ = 4pi/5 in the Mott regime. The
topological property of the bulk Mott state with concrete
δ = 2pi/3 can be characterized by the Berry phase using
the twisted boundary condition defined above. The Berry
phase can be defined as
γ =
∮
i
〈
ψ (φ)
∣∣∣∣ ddφ
∣∣∣∣ψ (φ)〉 (9)
We find that the Berry phase γ = pi, which shows the
topological property of the Mott state is nontrivial. In
some region of the superfluid (for small θ) phase, Berry
phase is still approximately pi, because of the finite-size
gap. In addition, we can calculate the Chern number of
the system with θ = 4pi/5 within (δ, φ)-space and find
the Chern number is quantized as C = 1. This topo-
logical Mott state is also the topological anyon-Mott in-
sulator state. With fixed J , U , and V , this phase tran-
sition is only driven by the statistical angle θ. Taking
into account the above discussion and these numerical
results, we refer this phase transition as statistically in-
duced topological phase transition. In principle, we can
get the phase diagram by calculating the Chern number
or Berry phase. Here, we give the phase diagram for
the system with L = 15, N = 5, and V = 1 using the
Chern number and the Mott gap between ground and
first excited state of the system with L = 18, N = 6,
V = 1, and δ = 2pi/3, which are shown in Fig.7 (a) and
(b). From Fig.7 (a), we can see that in some superfluid
region, Chern numbers remain the value of 1 due to the
finite-size gap. Although, we cannot obtain the precise
phase diagram by the Chern number, the Mott gap can
approximately reflect the evolution behaviors of the sys-
tem by exact diagonalization. For every statistical angle,
the Mott gap tends to a saturation value and zero at
larger and smaller U , respectively, which correspond to
the Mott and superfluid regions as shown in Fig.7 (b)
. The larger the statistical angle becomes, the earlier
the system enters into the topological anyon-Mott phase.
With the statistical angle increasing, the critical value
of the superfluid to topological anyon-Mott phase tran-
sition becomes smaller and smaller. Thus, for a fixed U
(for example U = 2), the system can transfer from the su-
perfluid phase into the topological anyon-Mott phase as
the statistical angle increases. In a word, as the value of
statistical angle is varied, the statistically induced topo-
logical phase transition emerges.
FIG. 7: (Color online) (a) The phase diagram for the system
with L = 15, N = 5, and V = 1; (b) The Mott gap of the
system with L = 18, N = 6, V = 1 and δ = 2pi/3.
The statistically induced topological phase transition
can be understood by the following argument: Using
bosonization technique, Greschner and coauthors have
shown that the anyonic exchange statistics has qualita-
tively the same effect as repulsive interaction in anyon-
Hubbard with weakly interaction regime41,43. The effect
of anyonic exchange statistics can be described by a scat-
tering length that describes repulsive interactions. With
increasing anyonic angle, the effect scattering length in-
creases which shows that the repulsive interaction be-
comes bigger. So anyonic exchange statistics and repul-
sive interaction may have the same effect on phase dia-
gram. The Mott lobes grows as the statistical angle in-
creases, as shown by previous results40,41,43,45,49. Thus,
we can take the statistical angle as an effective repulsion
6interaction parameter. What’s more, the occupation-
dependent phase factor in Eq. (3) becomes more and
more important with increasing θ. Because of the in-
coherent superpositions, nearest neighbor tunneling pro-
cesses would cancel out in the kinetic Hamiltonian and
contribute different values. The increase of statistical
angle enhances the destructive interference effect40. At
the same time, anyons with statistics angle θ = pi are
pseudofermions, because they are fermions off-site, while
being bosons on-site. For large statistical angle θ ≈ pi,
the generalized off-site commutation relations of anyons
tend to generate a Pauli-exclusion principle. As a re-
sult, the particles are more localized and an insulating
phase would appear. On the other hand, the bose in-
teraction can induce the topological phase transition in
superlattice Bose-Hubbard model. So, the anyonic ex-
change statistics can also drive the system into topolog-
ical anyon-Mott insulator states as we shown above.
C. Off-diagonal Anyon-Hubbard Superlattice
As shown above, anyonic statistics and interaction
result in a rather rich physics in diagonal superlattice
anyon-Hubbard model. In the following, we discuss
other types of superlattice anyon-Hubbard model. Here
we consider 1D off-diagonal superlattice anyon-Hubbard
model, which can be defined as
Ha = −
L−1∑
j
(
Jja
†
jaj+1 + h.c.
)
+
L∑
j
U
2
nj (nj − 1) (10)
where Jj = [1 + V cos (2piαj + δ)]. According to the
above methods, we can also show that this off-diagonal
superlattice anyon-Hubbard model exhibits the topolog-
ical anyon-Mott insulator phase and the statistical angle
can induce the topological phase transition. Without loss
of generality, hereafter we take the parameters α = 1/2,
ν = 1/2, U = 1, V = 0.9, δ = 0, L = 120 as an example.
As the anyonic statistical angle increases, the edge modes
begin to appear and topological phase transition occurs,
as shown by Fig. 8 . What’s more, we numerically cal-
culate the Berry phase and find γ = pi in topological
anyon-Mott states. In a word, the statistically induced
topological phase transition exhibits in diagonal and off-
diagonal superlattice anyon-Hubbard models.
III. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have researched the nontrivial topolog-
ical properties of the one-dimensional superlattice anyon-
Hubbard model. For the strong interaction strength, the
topological anyon-Mott insulator is identified by the edge
states and topological invariant. The anyonic exchange
statistics affects significantly the ground-state proper-
ties of the system. When we take statistical angle as
a free controllable parameter, the statistically induced
FIG. 8: (Color online) The distribution of the quasiparticle
along the lattice sites at L = 120. The other parameters are
α = ν = 1/2, U = 1, V = 0.9, δ = 0.
topological phase transition appears, which provides new
insights on the topological phase transitions. Further-
more, we provide an explanation of the statistically in-
duced topological phase transition. In addition, our work
may open many directions for the superlattice anyon-
Hubbard model. The superlattice anyon-Hubbard model
can be generalized to a variety of versions such as in-
commensurate superlattice potentials, non-Abelian, and
non-Hermitian cases. There would be a rich intriguing
physics in these models.
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